SITMA’s new single copy poly and paper wrapping machine

1005 BW
High-speed automation in film wrapping

The new SITMA 1005 BW offers many options for versatility:
- adjustable
- easy setup
- high-speed production
- easy changeover for packaging materials
- high-energy DC drive for fast and optimum-quality performance
- user-friendly interface
- advanced feeding system
- automatic feeding for pre-rolled sheets
1005 BW
Expandable automation
in film wrapping

You can profit from Sitma’s advanced solutions now and in the future
Up to 15,000 packages per hour

1005-BW
Reduce mailing costs through automation

Sitma’s new 1005 BW is a solution for medium and larger production requirements.

- 4-6 lines on an independent basis or over the full line (tubular and square products).
- 3-4 product types can be changed or handled by means of a pre-programmed system.
- The system’s modular design allows for easy organization of products.
- Maximum output of 40,000 packages dependable at the highest speed, making it easy to organize and handle.
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SPECS:

Available film width: 1000 mm
Width of film: max. 2000 mm
Max. number of tubes: 1000
Max. number of addresses: 5000

The design and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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